SLMTA Nigeria Song Translation

1. Lead: SLMTA-Nigeria Team, here we come...
Response: We stand firmly
Lead: Listen to us tell you about the gains of SLMTA...
Response: in Nigeria
Lead: SLMTA has six pillars...
Response: to build our labs
Lead: Many improvement projects have been done...
Response: oh oh SLMTA /2X

All: Oh SLMTA oh! Teaches that we document what we do...see what happens when you get 5stars /2X

2. Lead: Enroll in SLMTA, and get your stars...
Response: your stars your stars
Lead: After the stars, get accredited...
Response: accredit your lab
Lead: oh, ensure quality is maintained...
Response: maintain quality of service
Lead: Oh, we have made quality the culture of our laboratories...
Response: oh oh SLMTA /2X

All: Oh SLMTA oh! Teaches that we document what we do...see what happens when you get 5stars /2X